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SUCCESSION DUTIES. 
Figures used by the Leader of the Opposition in the Upper House, Mr. 
DeGaris, to criticise Government amendments to the Succession Duties 
Act were quite misleading and unrepresentative, the Premier, Mr. 
Dunstan, said today. 
Mr. DeGaris in a speech to the Legislative Council, said the benefits 
of the Government's changes in Succession Duties would be neutralised 
by rising asset values. 
"Mr. DeGaris quoted 48 estates which he said were selected at random 
and then tried to portray those figures &s being in some way represen-
tative of normal estates. 
"Last year the Succession Duties Office handled 8,408 estates. Mr. 
DeGaris quotes 48 samples, which is a sample of only 0.57%, much too 
small a sample to be useful. 
"As an illustration of the unrepresentative nature of the sample, 
in none of the 48 estates quoted by Mr. ^eGaris is there any 
indication of bequests to strangers in blood or to charities. 
"Mr. DeGaris1 figures are poorly calculated. The sample appears to be 
take n on the estates of people who died in 1970, but this is an unsound 
basis for indicating the duty payable at the moment, because the value 
of different types of assets change over five years. 
!JA survey of mining shares shows that there values have fallen by 
more than 50% since 1970, the value of Commonwealth Loans has dropped 
by more than 25% since 1970 and industrial shares have also dropped by 
about 20%. Other assets have risen but Mr. DeGaris1 assumption of a 
flat 30% increase is not valid. 
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."Mr. DeGaris claims the new measures give a percentage benefit of 
only 13.8$, but the reduction in duty for widows and widowers is 
around 49%. 
"Mr. DeGaris' figures are misleading and sit strangely with 
comments made by Liberal Members in the House of Assembly that the 
Government's measures were generous, especially relating to rural 
properties. The provisions for indexation of both statutory rebates 
and marital home rebates will ensure that the benefits the Government 
is giving will be maintained despite rising costs and land values". 
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